Influence of Microbial Growth Kinetics on Steady State Multiplicity and Stability of a Two-Step Nitrification (SHARON) Model
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, the influence of microbial growth kinetics on the number and the stability of steady states for a nitrogen removal process is addressed. A two-step nitrification model is studied, in which the maximum growth rate of ammonium oxidizers is larger than the one of nitrite oxidizers. This model describes the behavior of a SHARON reactor for the treatment of wastewater streams with high ammonium concentrations. Steady states are identified through direct calculation using a canonical state space model representation, for several types of microbial kinetics. The stability of the steady states is assessed and the corresponding phase portraits are analyzed. Practical operation of a SHARON reactor aims at reaching ammonium conversion to nitrite while suppressing further conversion to nitrate. Regions in the input space are identified that result in this desired behavior, with only nitrite formation. It is demonstrated that not only the dilution rate plays a role, as is commonly known, but also the influent ammonium concentration. Besides, the type of microbial (inhibition) kinetics has a nonnegligible influence. While the results indicate that product inhibition does not affect the number of steady states of a (bio)reactor model, it is shown that substrate inhibition clearly yields additional steady states. Particular attention is devoted to the physical interpretation of these phenomena.
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Introduction

In (bio)chemical reaction systems, steady state multiplicity, by which we mean that different initial reactor conditions result in different steady states reached for the same input variables, is often encountered. Experimental evidence of such behavior has been reported by several authors, for example, by Lei et al. (2003) during aerobic cultivation of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. As good knowledge of process dynamics is essential for design and control purposes, it has been attempted to rigorously formulate conditions under which steady state multiplicity occurs, for example, by Agrawal et al. (1982) for isothermal continuous stirred bioreactors. Whereas in a nonisothermal reacting system, the nonlinear dependence of the rate constant on temperature may contribute to system multiplicity, in isothermal systems like biological wastewater treatment systems, this multiplicity may result from nonlinear kinetics (Tong and Fan, 1988). Besides, also the phenomenon of metabolic regulation, an omnipresent feature of biochemical pathways that endows cells with the ability to make choice decisions at metabolic crossroads, leads to nonlinear behavior in bioreactors and is a source of steady state multiplicity (Namjoshi and Ramkrishna, 2001).

This paper assesses steady state multiplicity and stability of a two-step nitrification model for ammonium removal from wastewater. The model can be used to describe the
behavior of a SHARON (Single reactor High activity Ammonium Removal Over Nitrite) process (Hellinga et al., 1998), that is ideally suited to remove nitrogen from wastewater streams with high ammonium concentration. The SHARON reactor is operated as a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) without biomass retention. At the prevailing pH (about 7) and high temperature (30–40°C), ammonium oxidizers grow faster than nitrite oxidizers. For this reason, it is possible to establish ammonium oxidation to nitrite only and prevent further oxidation of nitrite to nitrate by setting an appropriate dilution rate. In this way, substantial savings in aeration costs are realized, in comparison with oxidation of ammonium to nitrate.

In an attempt to identify regions in the input space for which a unique steady state exists, only the wash-out state has been found— for very high values of the dilution rate (Volcke et al., 2006), which is clearly not an interesting operating point. In this contribution, the steady states of a two-step nitrification model are calculated directly in a number of simplified cases. Note that here the term “steady state” is used synonymous to “equilibrium” or “equilibrium state,” as a solution of the steady state process model. It should be stressed that these steady states are not a priori stable. Particular attention is devoted to the effect of biological conversion kinetics on the number of steady states and on their stability. Phase trajectories illustrate the process behavior. It is studied which combinations of input variables, in particular the applied dilution rate for given influent ammonium concentrations, result in ammonium oxidation to nitrite only. The influence of changing parameter and input values, reflecting the uncertainty in the description of biological systems as well as in as fluent characterization, is addressed briefly.

Materials and Methods

Two-Step Nitrification Model Under Study

The simplified SHARON reactor model under study considers two nitrification reactions: oxidation of ammonium to nitrite and subsequent oxidation of nitrite to nitrate, as schematically represented in Figure 1. The concentrations \((x(t) \geq 0)\) of the following four components, involved in the biological conversion reactions, are identified as the system’s state variables: (total) ammonium \((x_1 = NH_4^+ + NH_3)\), (total) nitrite \((x_2 = HNO_2 + NO_2^-)\), ammonium oxidizers \((x_3)\), and nitrite oxidizers \((x_4)\). The concentration of nitrate, which is produced during nitrite oxidation, is not taken up as a state variable of the model, as it is directly related to the amount of nitrite oxidizers \((x_4)\) in the reactor. Although the two biological conversion reactions are essentially consecutive reactions (ammonium is first oxidized to nitrite, which is subsequently oxidized to nitrate), ammonium is consumed in both reactions: during ammonium oxidation, it serves as both the electron donor and the nitrogen source for incorporation in biomass, while a small amount of ammonium is also consumed during nitrite oxidation, as the nitrogen source for incorporation in biomass.

The reactor is modeled as a CSTR without biomass retention. The reactor liquid volume is assumed constant. The system’s state equations are given by the individual mass balances for ammonium, nitrite, ammonium oxidizers, and nitrite oxidizers (see Volcke, 2006, for details):

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= u_0 (u_1 - x_1) - a \rho_1 (x) - b \rho_2 (x) \equiv f_1 (x) \\
\dot{x}_2 &= -u_0 x_2 + c \rho_1 (x) - d \rho_2 (x) \equiv f_2 (x) \\
\dot{x}_3 &= -u_0 x_3 + \rho_1 (x) \equiv f_3 (x) \\
\dot{x}_4 &= -u_0 x_4 + \rho_2 (x) \equiv f_4 (x)
\end{align*}
\]

in which \(x = [x_1 \ x_2 \ x_3 \ x_4]^T\), \(T\) indicating the transposed vector. The model parameters \(a = 1/Y_1\), \(b_c = (1/Y_1) - b\), and \(d = 1/Y_2\) represent constant, strictly positive stoichiometric coefficients, in which \(Y_1\) and \(Y_2\) denote the biomass yield coefficient on substrate during ammonium oxidation and nitrite oxidation, respectively, while \(b\) represents the nitrogen fraction in biomass. The input variables are the dilution rate \((u_0(t) \geq 0)\) and the influent concentration of total ammonium \((u_1(t) \geq 0)\). The influent is assumed to contain neither nitrite nor biomass. Ammonium and nitrite oxidation rates are described by their respective reaction rates, \(\rho_1\) and \(\rho_2\), each proportional to the corresponding biomass concentration:

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_1 &= \mu_1 x_3 \\
\rho_2 &= \mu_2 x_4
\end{align*}
\]

Many different expressions for the microbial growth rates \(\mu_i\) have been reported in literature, differing essentially in the inhibition effects acting on the nitrifying biomass. Since early reports, for example, by Anthonisen et al. (1976), it is generally accepted that ammonium (ammonia) and nitrite (nitrous acid) may inhibit both ammonium oxidation and

![Figure 1. Basic two-step nitrification reaction scheme.](image-url)
These inhibition effects become particularly important when treating wastewater streams with high ammonium concentrations. However, many different values are found in literature with respect to the level of inhibition. Although some of the reported results even seem contradictory, they essentially reflect the strong capacity of nitrifying organisms to adapt to different reactor and influent conditions. For instance, while Anthonisen et al. (1976) report on inhibition of ammonium oxidation by nitrite, the model of Hellinga et al. (1999), which was based on experimental results, considers inhibition of ammonium oxidation by nitrite but not by ammonium. The latter findings have recently been experimentally confirmed by Van Hulle et al. (2007).

Regarding the different inhibition effects on nitrification reported by different literature sources, a more pragmatic approach has been decided on in this contribution. Four basic types of microbial conversion kinetics (different \( \mu_i \)) have been considered to evaluate their effect on the number of steady states and their stability (Table I). This constitutes the difference between the models evaluated in this study.

The first model assumes that no inhibition of any kind takes place. Model II adds nitrite inhibition of ammonium oxidation (with inhibition constant \( c_i \)) to model I, while model III considers ammonium inhibition of ammonium oxidation (with inhibition constant \( d_i \)). Model IV accounts for nitrite inhibition of nitrite oxidation as the only form of inhibition (with constant \( d_i \)). The maximum growth rates of ammonium and nitrite oxidation (\( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \), respectively), the substrate affinity constants (\( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \)) as well as the above-mentioned inhibition constants are model parameters, which have a constant value, at least for a SHARON reactor in which temperature and pH are controlled at a fixed level, as is assumed here. Note that the terminology “maximum growth rates” has been used to denote the parameters \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) throughout this manuscript, although their values do not strictly correspond to the maximum values of \( \mu_i \) in case of model III and \( \mu_2 \) in case of model IV, respectively. It is further assumed that oxygen is always present in excess, or at least a constant oxygen level is maintained (the influence of sub-optimal oxygen levels is then comprised in the parameters \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \)), which is a reasonable assumption for a SHARON reactor. The numerical values for the model parameters applied in this study are summarized in Table II.

### Canonical State Space Model Representation

By defining new state space variables:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  y_1 \\
  y_2 \\
  y_3 \\
  y_4
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
  x_1 + ax_1 + bx_4 \\
  x_2 - cx_3 + dx_4 \\
  x_3 \\
  x_4
\end{bmatrix} \quad (3)
\]

the two-step nitrification model defined by Equation (1) is transformed into a canonical form (Bastin and Dochain, 1995), consisting of a linear part of dimension 2, dynamically coupled with a nonlinear part of dimension 2:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{y}_1 &= u_0 (\mu_1 - y_1) \equiv g_1(y) \\
\dot{y}_2 &= -u_0 y_2 \equiv g_2(y) \\
\dot{y}_3 &= (-u_0 + \lambda_1)y_3 \equiv g_3(y) \\
\dot{y}_4 &= (-u_0 + \lambda_2)y_4 \equiv g_4(y)
\end{align*} \quad (4)
\]

with

\[
\lambda_i(y) = \mu_i(x); \quad i = 1, 2 \quad (5)
\]

in which

\[
\begin{align*}
x_1 &= y_1 - a y_3 - b y_4 \\
x_2 &= y_2 + c y_3 - d y_4 \\
x_3 &= y_3 \\
x_4 &= y_4
\end{align*} \quad (6)
\]

The state variables \( x_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, 4 \)) of the two-step nitrification model represented by Equation (1) cannot become negative. Call \( S_y \) the image of \( \mathbb{R}^{+4} \equiv \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^4 : x_i \geq 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, 4 \} \) under the transformation \( x \mapsto y \). \( S_y \) is the state space of the system defined by Equation (4). Every trajectory that starts at \( t = 0 \) in a point \( y_0 \) of \( S_y \) stays in \( S_y \) for \( t \geq 0 \). It subsequently converges (for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ammonium oxidation</th>
<th>Nitrite oxidation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Model I                   | \( \mu_1 = a_1 \frac{x_1}{b_1 + x_1} \) | \( \mu_2 = \begin{cases} \frac{x_2}{b_2 + x_2} & \text{for } x_1 > 0 \\
0 & \text{for } x_1 = 0 \end{cases} \) |
| Model II                  | \( \mu_1 = a_1 \frac{x_1}{b_1 + x_1 c_1 + x_2} \) | \( \mu_2 = \begin{cases} \frac{x_2}{b_2 + x_2} & \text{for } x_1 > 0 \\
0 & \text{for } x_1 = 0 \end{cases} \) |
| Model III                 | \( \mu_1 = a_1 \frac{x_1}{b_1 + x_1 d_1 + x_1} \) with \( b_1 < d_1 \) | \( \mu_2 = \begin{cases} \frac{x_2}{b_2 + x_2} & \text{for } x_1 > 0 \\
0 & \text{for } x_1 = 0 \end{cases} \) |
| Model IV                  | \( \mu_1 = a_1 \frac{x_1}{b_1 + x_1} \) | \( \mu_2 = \begin{cases} \frac{x_2}{b_2 + x_2 d_2 + x_2} & \text{for } x_1 > 0, \quad \text{with } b_2 < d_2 \\
0 & \text{for } x_1 = 0 \end{cases} \) |
Table II. Numerical values of the SHARON model parameters (at pH = 7 at \( T = 35^\circ\)C).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>day(^{-1})</td>
<td>Hellinga et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b_1)</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td></td>
<td>Van Hulle et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>1.32*</td>
<td>mole m(^{-3})</td>
<td>Carrera et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a_2)</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>day(^{-1})</td>
<td>Hellinga et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b_2)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>mole m(^{-3})</td>
<td>Wiesmann (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_1)</td>
<td>3.406</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wiesmann (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{T})</td>
<td>mole mole(^{-1})</td>
<td>Y1 from Hellinga et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>mole mole(^{-1})</td>
<td>Typical textbook value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{T} - b)</td>
<td>mole mole(^{-1})</td>
<td>Determined by the values of (a) and (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{T})</td>
<td>mole mole(^{-1})</td>
<td>Y2 from Hellinga et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This value has only been applied to model III (in Figs. 5 and 6), for comparison with the default values.

positive constant input values \(u_0\) and \(u_1\) to the cross-section \(\Delta\) of \(S_y\) with the plane \((y_1 = u_1, y_2 = 0)\), as can be seen from Equation 4. \(\Delta\) is a bounded region, defined by the inequalities

\[
\begin{align*}
&u_1 - ay_3 - by_4 \geq 0 \\
&cy_3 - dy_4 \geq 0 \\
&y_3 \geq 0 \\
&y_4 \geq 0
\end{align*}
\]

(7)

The process converges to a second order behavior that is determined by the dynamics of \(y_3\) (=x3) and \(y_4\) (=x4). In the sequel, a mathematical steady state solution \(y_{ss}\) of Equation (4) will be called a physical steady state if it lies in \(S_y\).

**Stability Assessment Of Steady States**

The linearization principle is used to investigate the local asymptotic stability of steady states. A steady state \(x_{ss}\) of the two-step nitrification model (Eq. 1) is locally asymptotically stable if the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix:

\[
\frac{df(x)}{dx} \bigg|_{x = x_{ss}} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial f_1}{\partial x_1} |_{x = x_{ss}} & \ldots & \frac{\partial f_1}{\partial x_4} |_{x = x_{ss}} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial f_4}{\partial x_1} |_{x = x_{ss}} & \ldots & \frac{\partial f_4}{\partial x_4} |_{x = x_{ss}}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(8)

are all in the open left half plane, that is, have a strictly negative real part.

The stability of a steady state can also be assessed using the canonical state space model representation. A steady state \(y_{ss}\) of the system represented by Equation 4 is locally asymptotically stable if all eigenvalues of the system's Jacobian matrix, evaluated for this steady state, \(J(y_{ss}) = \frac{\partial y_{ss}}{\partial y} \bigg|_{y = y_{ss}}\), are in the open left half plane. It can easily be seen that \(J(y_{ss})\) has a double eigenvalue \(-u_0\) and that its remaining two eigenvalues are the eigenvalues of the 2-dimensional matrix

\[
J_{34}(y_{ss}) = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial g_3}{\partial y_3} & \frac{\partial g_3}{\partial y_4} \\
\frac{\partial g_4}{\partial y_3} & \frac{\partial g_4}{\partial y_4}
\end{bmatrix} y = y_{ss}
\]

(9)

The linearization principle provides a necessary and sufficient condition for local asymptotic stability for so-called hyperbolic steady states, of which the Jacobian matrix has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis.

In case the system possesses only one asymptotically stable steady state \(y_{ss}\) (besides potential unstable steady states), which is lying on the boundary of the canonical state space \(S_y\), this steady state is also globally asymptotically stable within the physical boundaries of the system. This results from the fact that every trajectory inside a bounded region, for a second order system, should converge to either a steady state, or a limit cycle, taking into account that a limit cycle cannot surround a region containing no steady states and no limit cycle can occur around a steady state that is lying on the boundary of \(S_y\), since this would imply that a trajectory is leaving the system’s state space. In case the system possesses only one asymptotically stable steady state \(y_{ss}\), not lying on the boundary of the canonical state space, the absence of limit cycles should be verified through simulation.

**Results and Discussion**

This contribution aims at identifying the number of steady states, corresponding with constant input values \(u_0\) (the dilution rate) and \(u_1\) (the influent ammonium concentration), as well as assessing the stability of these steady states for the simplified reactor models under study. It is however worthwhile to mention that some general conclusions can be drawn for extreme values of the dilution rate \(u_0\) and/or the influent ammonium concentration \(u_1\), without explicitly knowing the expression of the microbial kinetics.

**Steady State Behavior In Case \(u_0 = 0\) Or \(u_0 = +\infty\)**

In case \(u_0 = 0\), that is, the reactor is operated as a batch reactor, Equation (1) yields an infinite number of steady state solutions \(x_{ss}\) for the conversion kinetics of Equation (2) and Table I:

- \(x_{ss1} = 0\); \(x_{ss2}, x_{ss3}, x_{ss4}\) arbitrary: there is no ammonium (left) in the reactor;
- \(x_{ss2} = x_{ss3} = 0\); \(x_{ss1}, x_{ss4}\) arbitrary: neither nitrite nor ammonium oxidizers are present in the reactor;
- \(x_{ss3} = x_{ss4} = 0\); \(x_{ss1}, x_{ss2}\) arbitrary: no biomass is present in the reactor.
The initial reactor conditions determine which steady state will be reached.

On the other hand, for an infinitely large dilution rate \((u_0 \to +\infty)\), Equation (1) give rise to a unique steady state, corresponding with the influent conditions: 

\[
x_{ss} = \begin{bmatrix} u_1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix},
\]

that is, the wash-out point where the reactor fails. Using the linearization principle, it follows straightforwardly that this wash-out point for \(u_0 \to +\infty\) is always locally asymptotically stable (Volcke, 2006). For realistic values of \(u_0\) in between these limits, no general conclusions can be drawn regarding the number of steady states without explicitly defining the structure of the microbial kinetics.

**Steady State Behavior In Case \(u_1 = 0\)**

In case the reactor influent does not contain ammonium \((u_1 = 0)\), it follows from Equations (6) and (8) that

\[
y = 0 \Leftrightarrow y_{sx1} = y_{sx2} = y_{sx3} = y_{sx4} = 0 \Leftrightarrow \\
x_{sx1} = x_{sx2} = x_{sx3} = x_{sx4} = 0
\]

indicating a unique (trivial) steady state corresponding with biomass washout.

**Steady State Behavior in Case \(u_0 > 0\) and \(u_1 > 0\)**

As no general conclusions can be drawn on the number of steady states for dilution rates \(0 < u_0 < +\infty\), their values will be calculated directly in four cases of simplified microbial kinetics (Table 1). This calculation is substantially simplified using the canonical state space model representation (Eq. 4).

In case \(u_0 \to 0\) and \(u_1 > 0\), no steady state exists for which the ammonium concentration is zero \((x_{sx1} = 0)\). Indeed, \(x_{sx1} = 0\) implies that \(\lambda_1(y_{sx}) = \lambda_2(y_{sx}) = 0\) (Table 1 and Eq. 6), so \(y_{sx3} = y_{sx4} = 0\) (Eq. 4 for \(u_0 \neq 0\)) and consequently \(y_{sx1} = 0\) (Eq. 3), which requires \(u_0 u_1 = 0\) (Eq. 4). As a result, in equilibrium the nontrivial expressions for \(\mu_2 (\mu_2 \neq 0)\) in Table I hold, so the steady states fulfill the following set of equations (see Eq. 4):

\[
\begin{align*}
y_{sx1} &= u_1 \\
y_{sx2} &= 0 \\
(-u_0 + \lambda_1(y_{sx}))y_{sx3} &= 0 \\
(-u_0 + \lambda_2(y_{sx}))y_{sx4} &= 0
\end{align*}
\]  

(10)

From the definition of \(x_2\) (Eq. 6) where \(y_{sx2} = 0\) and the physical boundary conditions \(x_2 \geq 0\) and \(y_4 \geq 0\), it results that \(y_{sx3} = 0\) (no ammonium oxidizers) also implies \(y_{sx4} = 0\) (no nitrite oxidizers). This seems logical regarding the fact that, in a SHARON reactor, ammonium oxidizers grow faster than nitrite oxidizers. Consequently, three different types of steady states are obtained:

1. \(y_{sx3} = y_{sx4} = 0\) This steady state corresponds with complete biomass wash-out.

2. \(y_{sx4} = 0\) while \(y_{sx3} \neq 0\) In this case, no nitrite oxidizers are present and consequently no nitrate is formed, as is typically aimed for in a SHARON reactor. The dilution rate equals the growth rate of ammonium oxidizers, \(u_0 = \lambda_1\), and one or more steady states with only nitrite formation result from this expression, depending on the microbial kinetics (see further).

3. \(y_{sx3} \neq 0\) and \(y_{sx4} \neq 0\) In this case, both ammonium oxidizers and nitrite oxidizers are present, so at least part of the formed nitrite is further oxidized to nitrate. Now the growth rates of ammonium oxidizers and nitrite oxidizers are equal and also equal the dilution rate: \(u_0 = \lambda_1 = \lambda_2\). Again, the number of corresponding steady states depends on the microbial kinetics (see further).

In what follows, the number of steady states, the conditions under which they occur (i.e., are physical steady states in the sense that they fulfill Eq. 7) as well as their stability is assessed for the different models under study. All steady state values are expressed in the \(x\)-space, calculated straightforwardly from the obtained values in the \(y\)-space through Equation (3). Detailed calculations can be found in Volcke (2006).

**Model I: No Inhibition**

In this case, up to three steady states occur, although in all cases only one steady state is (quasi) globally asymptotically stable (Table III). While the wash-out state \(x_{ss}^1\) generally occurs, the remaining two steady states only represent physical states under certain conditions. For a SHARON reactor, in which the maximum growth rate of ammonium oxidizers is larger than the maximum growth rate of nitrite oxidizers \((a_1 > a_2\) condition 12 for the occurrence of a steady state in which nitrate is formed \((x_{ss}^1)\) is clearly more stringent than condition 11 for the occurrence of a steady state with only nitrite formation \((x_{ss}^1)\). Note that \(y_{sx1} = x_{sx1}\), which means that the ammonium concentration is the same for both steady states.

Figure 2 depicts the occurrence of steady states in terms of the dilution rate \(u_0\) and the influent ammonium concentration \(u_1\). The corresponding phase trajectories (in \(\Delta\)) are depicted in Figure 3. For high dilution rates \(u_0\) or low influent ammonium concentrations \(u_1\), that is, when Equation (11) is not fulfilled (zone A), only the wash-out state \(x_{ss}^1\) is a physical steady state and is globally asymptotically stable within the physical boundaries. For moderately high dilution rates \(u_0\) and somewhat high influent ammonium concentrations \(u_1\), that is, Equation (11) is fulfilled but not Equation 12 (zone AB), the system possesses two physical steady states. The wash-out state \(x_{ss}^1\) is now unstable. The steady state \(x_{ss}^2\) (only nitrite formation) is quasi globally asymptotically stable, in the sense that all trajectories within the physical boundaries of the system converge to this point, except the trivial trajectory coinciding with \(x_{ss}^1\) (initially no biomass present.
in the reactor, which is clearly a purely theoretical case). For sufficiently low dilution rates \( u_0 \) and corresponding influent ammonium concentrations \( u_1 \), for which Equation 12 is fulfilled (zone ABC), three steady states occur. The wash-out state \( x_{ss}^{A1} \) is still unstable, as is now also the second steady state, \( x_{ss}^{B1} \), corresponding with only nitrite formation: only trajectories on the \( x_3 \)-axis converge to \( x_{ss}^{B1} \), corresponding with a reactor in which initially only ammonium oxidizers are present (the latter again being a purely theoretical condition). Under the same conditions, the third steady state, \( x_{ss}^{C1} \), corresponding with nitrate formation, is quasi-globally asymptotically stable, in the sense that all trajectories within the physical boundaries of the system converge to this point, except for the steady state \( x_{ss}^{A1} \) and the trajectories on the \( x_3 \)-axis.

### Model II: Nitrite Inhibition of Ammonium Oxidation

Adding nitrite inhibition of ammonium oxidation to the model does not affect the number of steady states, neither their stability, although the position of the steady states corresponding with biomass growth changes, in the sense that less ammonium is converted (see Table IV). Regarding the steady state with only nitrite production, in case ammonium oxidation is inhibited by nitrite, the corresponding ammonium concentration will be higher \( (x_{ss}^{BII} > x_{ss}^{B1}) \) and the nitrite concentration will be lower \( (x_{ss}^{II} < x_{ss}^{I}) \) than in case no inhibition takes place. As for the steady state with nitrate production, it is clear that less ammonium will be converted \( (x_{ss}^{CII} > x_{ss}^{C1}) \), taking into account \( \phi(u_0) > u_0 \) but the same amount of nitrite will be formed \( (x_{ss}^{II} = x_{ss}^{I}) \), so less nitrate will be produced compared to the case without inhibition.

It can also be noted that the ammonium concentration corresponding with the steady state with nitrate formation is lower than in case only nitrite is formed \( (x_{ss}^{CII} < x_{ss}^{BII}) \): if some nitrite is further oxidized to nitrate, more ammonium can be converted in case of nitrite inhibition of ammonium oxidation.

While nitrite inhibition of ammonium oxidation does not affect the condition for the occurrence of a steady state with only nitrite production (Eq. 11), the condition for the third steady state to be a physical state becomes more stringent.

### Table III. Values, occurrence and stability of steady states for a model without inhibition (model I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Occurrence</th>
<th>Stability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x_{ss}^{A1} )</td>
<td>Wash-out</td>
<td>[ \begin{bmatrix} u_1 \ 0 \ 0 \end{bmatrix} ]</td>
<td>Always</td>
<td>Zone A: g.a.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zones AB and ABC: unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_{ss}^{B1} )</td>
<td>Only nitrite formation</td>
<td>[ \begin{bmatrix} \frac{b_1 u_0}{a_1 - u_0} \ \frac{c}{a} \left( u_1 - \frac{b_1 u_0}{a_1 - u_0} \right) \ \frac{1}{a} \left( u_1 - \frac{b_1 u_0}{a_1 - u_0} \right) \end{bmatrix} ]</td>
<td>if ( u_0 &lt; \frac{a_1 u_1}{b_1 + u_1} ) ( \Longleftrightarrow ) ( u_0 &gt; \frac{b_1 u_0}{a_1 - u_0} ) and ( u_0 &lt; a_1 )</td>
<td>Zone AB: quasi g.a.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x_{ss}^{C1} )</td>
<td>Nitrate formation</td>
<td>[ \begin{bmatrix} \frac{b_1 u_0}{a_1 - u_0} \ \frac{b_2 u_0}{a_2 - u_0} \ \frac{d(u_1 - x_{ss}^{C1}) + h_{ss}^{C1}}{ad + bc} \ \frac{c(u_1 - x_{ss}^{C1}) - a_{ss}^{C1}}{ad + bc} \end{bmatrix} ]</td>
<td>if ( u_0 &lt; \frac{a_2(c/a)(u_1 - ((b_1 u_0)/(a_1 - u_0)))}{b_2 + c/a(u_1 - ((b_1 u_0)/(a_1 - u_0)))} ) ( \Longleftrightarrow ) ( u_0 &gt; \frac{b_1 u_0}{a_1 - u_0} ) and ( u_0 &lt; a_1 )</td>
<td>Zone ABC: quasi g.a.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 2.* Steady states for a model without inhibition (model II). [Color figure can be seen in the online version of this article, available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
(condition 13 compared to condition 12, as $\phi(u_0) > u_0$). As a result, the region AB increases: only nitrite formation is obtained in a wider range, even for lower dilution rates and higher influent ammonium concentrations than in case no inhibition takes place (although this effect is almost not visible in Fig. 4 compared to Fig. 2). This effect increases for stronger inhibition values. In case there is no nitrite inhibition ($c_1 = +\infty$), conditions 12 and 13 are identical, so a continuous transient exists between model I and model II.

**Model III: Ammonium Inhibition of Ammonium Oxidation**

While product (nitrite) inhibition of ammonium oxidation leaves the number of steady states unchanged in comparison with a model without inhibition, substrate (ammonium) inhibition of the ammonium oxidation—combined with substrate limitation, resulting in Haldane kinetics—does affect the number of steady states. Up to five steady states are obtained: one wash-out point ($x_{ss}^{A,III}$), two steady states corresponding with only nitrite formation ($x_{ss}^{B,III}$ and $x_{ss}^{C,III}$) and two steady states corresponding with nitrate formation ($x_{ss}^{D,III}$ and $x_{ss}^{E,III}$) (see Table V).

Figure 5 depicts the occurrence of steady states in terms of the dilution rate $u_0$ and the influent ammonium concentration $u_1$ for two different levels of ammonium inhibition. The value of $d_1 = 3.406$ mole m$^{-3}$ (Wiesmann, 1994) corresponds with weak ammonium inhibition. In this case, maximally three steady states simultaneously occur in the range of influent ammonium concentrations $u_1$ that can reasonably be expected (typically up to 1.5 kgN m$^{-3}$

### Table IV. Values, occurrence and stability of steady states for a model with nitrite inhibition of ammonium oxidation (model II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Occurrence</th>
<th>stability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$x_{ss}^{A,III}$</td>
<td>Wash-out</td>
<td>$u_1$</td>
<td>Always</td>
<td>Zone A: g.a.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zones AB and ABC: unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{ss}^{B,III}$</td>
<td>Only nitrite formation</td>
<td>$c \left[ \frac{b F(u_1)}{a_1 - \phi(u_1)} \right]$</td>
<td>if $u_0 &lt; \frac{a_1 u_1}{b_1 + a_1}$</td>
<td>Zone AB: quasi g.a.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\left[ \frac{c_1}{a_1 - \phi(u_1)} \right]$</td>
<td>if $u_1 &gt; \frac{b_1 u_0}{a_1 - u_0}$ and $u_0 &lt; a_1$</td>
<td>Zone ABC: unstable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_{ss}^{C,III}$</td>
<td>Nitrate formation</td>
<td>$\left[ \frac{b_1 \phi(u_0)}{a_1 - \phi(u_0)} \right]$</td>
<td>if $u_1 &gt; \frac{b_1 \phi(u_0)}{a_1 - \phi(u_0)} + \frac{b_2 u_0}{c a_2 - u_0}$ and $u_0 &lt; u_0 (13)$</td>
<td>Zone ABC: quasi g.a.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In which $x_{ss}^{B,III}$ is obtained from $d \left[ \frac{b_1 u_0}{a_1 - \phi(u_1)} + \frac{a c_1}{a_2 - u_0} \right] = u_0$.
* With $\phi(u_0) = u_0 + \frac{b_2 u_0}{c_1 (a_2 - u_0)}$.
* With $u_0$ from $\phi(u_0) = a_1$; $0 < u_0 < a_2$. 

---

Figure 3. Trajectory fields for a model without inhibition (model I). [Color figure can be seen in the online version of this article, available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
≈ 100 mole m⁻³ for reject water, although other types of wastewater streams such as thin manure fractions or landfill leachate may contain up to twice this value). In the region $u_1 = [0,100]$, the behavior is qualitatively the same as for the models I (Fig. 2) and II (Fig. 4). However, if stronger ammonium inhibition of ammonium oxidation would prevail, up to five steady states could occur at the same time. This has been depicted in Figure 5 for $b_1 = 1.32$ mole m⁻³; $d_1 = 36$ mole m⁻³, corresponding to the values reported by Carrera et al. (2004) for suspended cells, after conversion to pH = 7 at $T = 35$ °C, as assumed in this study.

Figure 6 gives the phase trajectories for the distinguished operating regions (for $b_1 = 1.32$ mole m⁻³; $d_1 = 36$ mole m⁻³). In the operating zones A, AB, and ABD, the stability of the steady states is the same as for the corresponding zones in the models I and II without nitrite inhibition—only one stable steady state occurs at a time (note however that zone ABD for model III corresponds with zone ABC for models I and II). In contrast, the operating zones ABC, ABCD, and ABCDE, in which a second steady state corresponding with only nitrite production ($x_{III}^{CIII}$) occurs, possess two steady states that are locally asymptotically stable: the wash-out state and a nontrivial one. The stability boundary, that separates their attraction regions, determines from which initial states the process will converge to which steady state. In the operating zones ABC and ABCD, only trajectories parallel to the $x_4$-axis and with $x_{III}^{CIII}$ as the $x_3$-coordinate, converge to the unstable state $x_{III}^{CIII}$ (Volcke, 2006), meaning that this steady state (with only nitrite formation) will only be reached if the initial amount of ammonium oxidizers in the system is exactly the same as for $x_{III}^{CIII}$. These trajectories separate the regions of attraction of the two steady states that are both locally asymptotically stable: $x_{III}^{AIII}$ (wash-out) and $x_{III}^{BIII}$ (nitrogen production) in zone ABC; $x_{III}^{AIII}$ and $x_{III}^{BIII}$ (nitrate production) in zone ABCD. The remaining steady state $x_{III}^{CIII}$ in zone ABCD, also corresponding with only nitrite formation, is unstable and will only be reached if initially only ammonium oxidizers are present in the system, in a sufficient amount: only trajectories on the $x_3$-axis to the right of $x_{III}^{CIII}$ converge to $x_{III}^{BIII}$. In case the system possesses five steady states (operating zone ABCDE), only $x_{III}^{AIII}$ (wash-out) and $x_{III}^{BIII}$ (nitrate formation) are locally asymptotically stable. Their regions of attraction are separated by the trajectories that converge to the unstable steady state $x_{III}^{CIII}$ (nitrate formation). The exact location of this stability boundary is not obvious as for zones ABC and ABCD but should be estimated, for example, by a trajectory

![Figure 4. Steady states for a model with nitrite inhibition of ammonium oxidation (model II). (Color figure can be seen in the online version of this article, available at www.interscience.wiley.com.)](image)

![Figure 5. Steady states for a model with ammonium inhibition of ammonium oxidation (model III), for relative weak (left, $b_1 = 4.73$ mole m⁻³; $d_1 = 3406$ mole m⁻³) and strong inhibition (right, $b_1 = 1.32$ mole m⁻³; $d_1 = 36$ mole m⁻³). (Color figure can be seen in the online version of this article, available at www.interscience.wiley.com.)](image)
reversing technique (Genesio et al., 1985; Loccufier and Noldus, 2000).

Comparing these results with the ones for model I and II, it can be concluded that the main impact of ammonium inhibition of ammonium oxidation lies in the fact that, for not too low influent ammonium concentrations, the wash-out steady state is asymptotically stable and will be reached if the initial amount of ammonium oxidizers is not sufficient, even for relatively low dilution rates (zones ABC, ABCD, and ABCDE). The region in the input space for which only nitrite is formed, is smaller in case of ammonium inhibition of ammonium oxidation than in case of no inhibition (region AB, Fig. 2 vs. Fig. 5), due to a downward shift of the A/AB-boundary, and is gradually reduced as this inhibition level increases, that is, as $d_1$ decreases. This remains true when considering that only nitrite formation will also be realized in the input region ABC for model III starting from appropriate initial reactor conditions, that is, provided that sufficient ammonium oxidizers are present. The zone in the input space for which nitrate is formed in case of no inhibition (model I, zone ABC, Fig. 2) more or less corresponds to the zone for which stable nitrate formation is possible in case ammonium oxidation is inhibited by ammonium (model III, zones ABD, ABCD, and ABCDE).

\[ \text{Table V. Values, occurrence and stability of steady states for a model with ammonium inhibition of ammonium oxidation (model III).} \]

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Symbol & Type & Value & Occurrence & Stability \\
\hline
$X_{ss}^\text{III}$ & Wash-out & $u_0$ & Always & Zone A: g.a.s. \\
 & & 0 & & Zones AB and ABD: unstable \\
 & & 0 & & Zones ABC, ABCD, and ABCDE: l.a.s. \\
\hline
$X_{ss}^\text{III}$ and $X_{ss}^\text{III}$ & Only nitrite formation & & & \\
 & & if $u_0 < \frac{d_1 a_1}{(\sqrt{b_1} + \sqrt{d_1})}$ & Zone AB: quasi g.a.s. & Zones ABC, AB and ABCDE: unstable \\
 & & and $u_{ss}^\text{III} < u_1$ & Zone ABC: l.a.s. & \\
 & & & Zones ABD, ABCD, and ABCDE: unstable & \\
\hline
$X_{ss}^\text{III}$ and $X_{ss}^\text{III}$ & Nitrate formation & & & \\
 & & if $u_0 < \frac{a_\text{d}}{d_2}$ & Zone ABD: quasi g.a.s. & Zones ABC, AB and ABCDE: l.a.s. \\
 & & and $u_{ss}^\text{III} < u_1$ & Zone ABCDE: unstable & \\
 & & & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\(${\alpha}$ denotes B or C, $u_{ss}^\text{III}$ is obtained from $a_1$ $u_{ss}^\text{III}$ $b_1 u_{ss}^\text{III}$ $d_1$ $u_{ss}^\text{III}$ = $u_0$, say $X_{ss}^\text{III}$ = $X_{ss}^\text{III}$.

\(${\beta}$ denotes D or E, $u_{ss}^\text{III}$ = $X_{ss}^\text{III}$, say $X_{ss}^\text{III}$ = $X_{ss}^\text{III}$, so $X_{ss}^\text{III}$ = $X_{ss}^\text{III}$ and $X_{ss}^\text{III}$ = $X_{ss}^\text{III}$.

Figure 6. Trajectory fields for a model with ammonium inhibition of ammonium oxidation (model III, $b_1 = 1.32$ mole m$^{-2}$; $d_1 = 36$ mole m$^{-2}$). [Color figure can be seen in the online version of this article, available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
Fig. 5). However, in the latter case wash-out may also occur if insufficient ammonium oxidizers are initially present in the reactor (for zones ABCD and ABCDE, Fig. 5).

Model IV: Nitrite Inhibition of Nitrite Oxidation

In order to further test to which extent substrate inhibition influences the number of steady states, a model with substrate inhibition of nitrite oxidation, that is, nitrite inhibition (model IV), has also been studied. It has been found that up to four physical steady states can occur (see Table VI): the wash-out state (x_{ss}^{A,IV}), a steady state corresponding with only nitrite formation and two steady states in which nitrate is formed. The value of the steady state corresponding with nitrite formation is exactly the same as for model I, which does not consider inhibition effects. The steady states with nitrate formation correspond with the same ammonium conversion as the one with only nitrite formation for the same model, which is also the same as for the model without inhibition (model I). It can however be shown that, in case of nitrite inhibition of nitrite oxidation (model IV), the steady state with nitrate formation corresponds with higher nitrite concentrations (so less nitrate formed) than in case of no inhibition (model I): x_{ss}^{C,IV} > x_{ss}^{C,IV} for both γ = C and D.

Figure 7 shows the different operating regions for the given parameter set. The corresponding phase trajectories are displayed in Fig. 8. In case of low dilution rates and accordingly high influent ammonium concentrations, up to four steady states can occur at the same time (operating zone ABCD, Fig. 7), of which two are locally asymptotically stable (Table VI): x_{ss}^{B,IV}, corresponding with only nitrite formation and x_{ss}^{C,IV}, in which nitrate is formed. It is interesting to note the difference with model III, where in case of two locally asymptotic steady states, the wash-out state is always one of them. In zone ABCD, the steady state x_{ss}^{B,IV} is reached and thus nitrate formation is suppressed if the initial amount of nitrite oxidizers (x_0) in the system is sufficiently low. This can be understood as a small amount of nitrite oxidizers will not be able to convert the nitrite that is built up in the system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Occurrence</th>
<th>Stability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| x_{ss}^{A,IV} | Wash-out                | \[ \begin{bmatrix} u_1 \\
|                  |                        |                                                      |            | Zone A: g.a.s.      |
|         |                        | 0 \\
|         |                        | 0                                                   |            | Zones AB, ABC, and ABCD: unstable |

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= \frac{b_1 u_0}{a_1 - u_0} \\
\dot{x}_2 &= \frac{c}{a} \left( u_1 - \frac{b_1 u_0}{a_1 - u_0} \right) \\
\dot{x}_3 &= \frac{d}{a} \left( u_1 - \frac{b_1 u_0}{a_1 - u_0} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
x_{ss}^{B,IV} & \text{ Only nitrite formation} \\
x_{ss}^{C,IV} & \text{ and } x_{ss}^{D,IV} \text{ Nitrate formation}
\end{align*}
\]

Table VI: Values, occurrence and stability of steady states for a model with nitrite inhibition of nitrite oxidation (model IV).
fast enough to prevent its own inhibition by nitrite, resulting in their wash-out from the reactor. In case of a high initial amount of nitrite oxidizers, the steady state $x_{\text{B}}$ with nitrate formation is reached. The regions of attraction of the stable steady states $x_{\text{B}}^{\text{IV}}$ and $x_{\text{C}}^{\text{IV}}$ are separated by the trajectories which converge to the unstable steady state $x_{\text{D}}^{\text{IV}}$. Its exact location can only be estimated, for example, by a trajectory reversing technique, as applied by Sbarciog et al. (2006).

Overall, the operating region in which only nitrite is formed, as is the aim of a SHARON reactor, is larger in case of nitrite inhibition of nitrite oxidizers (model IV) than in case of no inhibition (model I): the steady state with only nitrite formation ($x_{\text{B}}^{\text{IV}}$) is reached in operating zone AB as well as in operating zone ABCD, provided the initial amount of nitrite oxidizers is sufficiently low.

Influence of Uncertainty in Parameter and Input Values

For biological systems, it is often difficult to accurately determine the parameter values. Also, parameter values may change in time, for example, because of biomass adaptation. Besides, the input values may be uncertain. The question arises to which extent this uncertainty influences the presented results.

From the analysis in the previous sections, it is clear that the model structure, in particular the type of inhibition that takes place, affects the number of steady states. It should however be noted that the exact value of the corresponding inhibition constants will not qualitatively influence this behavior. Even between different model structures, smooth transitions exist: the behavior of a reactor with relatively small biomass inhibition effects is comparable to the one of a reactor without inhibition. As a result, it is sufficient to know parameter values within a certain range of accuracy.

Regarding the uncertainty in input values, the influence of changing dilution rates $u_0$ and influent ammonium concentrations $u_1$ has been studied explicitly through the diagrams presented in previous sections (Figs. 2, 4, 5, and 7) and does not require further discussion here. On the other hand, the influent biomass concentration has been tacitly assumed to be zero in Equation (1), while in practice there will always be some ammonium oxidizers and nitrite oxidizers (“at least one”) present in the influent, of which the concentrations constitute additional model input variables. Biomass presence in the influent will particularly affect the occurrence of steady states that are located on the boundary of the system’s state space. It has been shown for model I and II (Volcke, 2006; Volcke et al., 2006) as well as for model IV (Sbarciog et al., 2006) that, in case ammonium oxidizers are present in the influent, the wash-out steady state $x_{\text{B}}$ is only a physical steady state in case it is the only steady state, that is, in zone A. If nitrite oxidizers are present in the influent, the steady state $x_{\text{B}}$, corresponding with only nitrite formation, is only a physical steady state for model I and II in operating zone AB, that is, in case the steady state $x_{\text{C}}^{\text{IV}}$, corresponding with nitrate formation, does not occur (Volcke, 2006), or in operating zone AB or ABCD for model IV (Sbarciog et al., 2006). Nevertheless, these effects are not very drastic, as the steady states involved are not asymptotically stable in the concerned input regions, which means they are usually not reached anyway for the corresponding combinations of influent ammonium concentrations and dilution rates.

Conclusions

In this paper, the influence of microbial growth kinetics on steady state multiplicity and stability of a nitrogen removal process has been addressed. The model under study is a two-step nitrification model, in which the maximum growth rate of ammonium oxidizers is larger than one of nitrite oxidizers, which describes the behavior of a SHARON reactor. The results agree with well-known operating rules: in order to realize only nitrite formation, the applied dilution rate should not be too high to prevent wash-out of ammonium oxidizers, but not too low to keep out nitrite oxidizers. In addition, the obtained results clearly show that the given influent ammonium concentration also plays a role.

Inhibition of ammonium oxidation by its product nitrite does not affect the number of steady states of the reactor model, neither their stability, although the position of the steady states corresponding with biomass growth changes. In contrast to product inhibition, substrate inhibition (combined with substrate limitation, resulting in Haldane kinetics) clearly is a source of additional steady states: ammonium inhibition of ammonium oxidation results in the occurrence of up to five steady states, while nitrite inhibition of nitrite oxidation gives rise to up to four steady states.
The region in the input space for which only nitrite is formed, increases in case ammonium oxidation is inhibited by nitrite; it becomes smaller in case this reaction is inhibited by ammonium. Inhibition of nitrite oxidation by nitrite overall results in a larger operating region leading to only nitrite formation.

The results in this contribution clearly demonstrate how the microbial (inhibition) kinetics affect the number and the stability of steady states of a bioreactor model. The description of microbial kinetics with respect to inhibition appears a crucial step in modeling biological processes as it may lead to very different steady state behaviors of the resulting model. Nevertheless, smooth transitions occur between different model structures. In the same sense, slightly changing parameter values only will have small effects. If a priori knowledge on microbial kinetics is available—even within a certain range of uncertainty for the parameter values—this insight can be used to predict the steady states that can be reached for given input values, dependent on the initial conditions. Vice versa, it also allows elucidating the type of microbial kinetics from experimental observations.
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